Dear Friends and colleagues:
Welcome to the February/March issue (02/00) of our monthly published
SERI InfoMail.
You are receiving this InfoMail because you indicated an interest in
SERI's activities.
For unsubscribe information see the end of this InfoMail.
The SERI-Team wishes you a pleasant reading and we hope you’ll find some
topics of interest in our InfoMail.
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SERI-News: General news from SERI and SERI members
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
News from the SERI head office in Vienna
The setup of SERIs headquarter makes permanent progress. In March the
redecorations of the institutes rooms in the Schwarzspanierstraße will be completed
and the equipment moved to its final location. Since January SERI also has its first
collaborators in Vienna: Stefan Giljum as a permanent junior researcher and the
students Mark Hammer and Rainer Freimbacher. In April Matthias Nöth will work as
an intern and help update and expand the SERI website.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
On the political situation in Austria
You probably followed the political developments in Austria. Of course, these
developments are making our job difficult. Although we consider ourselves as (and
actually ARE) a European institution (with currently 40 members from/in 8
countries), we are of course affected by what is going on: while a Spanish group left
an Austrian led consortium for preparing an EU-DG-XII proposal just one week
before our deadline and some colleagues cancelled planned visits to Austria, many
others strongly confirmed their commitment to work with us.
We find it especially important in this situation to strengthen the ideas of
environmental, economic, social AND political/institutional sustainability.
Please do not hesitate to contact especially our Austrian colleagues, if you
have any further questions on this. The eMail address of Fritz Hinterberger
is: Fritz@seri.at.
===============================================================

Project-Overview: News from our projects, our other work and new research fields
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

All projects running are making considerable progress. Last weekend, 10 SERI
members met in Vienna to discuss the essence of the Pathfinder project
(see http://www.foeeurope.org/campaigns/susteurope/index.htm).
In preparation of the "Beyond Growth" Book, we are getting positive replies from
most authors (a preliminary index will be published soon).
The writing of the chapter on traffic congestion for the 1999 Techno-Economic
Analysis Report of the IPTS-ESTO programme is in its final phase. The working title
is now:
Road traffic congestion: solutions to an overrated problem.
The report will be published in June on paper as well as on the internet.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
In February, we finalized two proposals for the EU's 5th framework programme:
One on "Factor 10 Cities" (co-ordinated by CENTRIC Austria) and one on Macroeconomic analysis of conditions for sustainable development (co-ordinated by the
University of Tampere/SF).
Other proposals are being prepared again for the 5th framework programme,
ministries in Germany and Austria as well as for several research foundations.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
For detailed information’s about SERI’s projects please surf to:
www.seri.at/engprojects.htm.
===============================================================

Friends: Seri and ... (News about co-operation and partnerships)
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
In co-operation with the "ökosoziales Forum Wien" (see www.oesfo.at/wien;
unfortunately only in German) we are planning a series of lectures for experts in
Sustainable Development. The organizers plan a high profile of advertisement
(including interviews for diverse media etc.) and innovative concepts for
presentation (special location, frame-programme etc.).
Lecturers include: Wolfgang Sachs (Wuppertal Institut),
Pentti Malaska (Finland Futures Research Centre, Turku) and Mathis
Wackernagel (Redefining Progress, San Francisco).
Lectures in 2000 will be on June, 28.; September, 27. and
November, 29.

An introduction to this series will be presented at the Ökowoche at the University of
Economics on April, 4 with contributions by Hans Van Vliet (EU-DG XI), Martin
Eichtinger (Industriellenvereinigung, Vienna) and Fritz Hinterberger (SERI).
===============================================================

Selected publications: Book reviews and announcements from SERI members
and related writers and publishers.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Julia HAAKE
"Sustainable development through dematerialization and industrial transformation: a
conceptual framework and research implications", in:
International Journal of Sustainable Development, Vol. 2, No. 4, 1999, p. 506 – 516.
Abstract
This paper deals with the dematerialization of firm performance. The
dematerialization concept is briefly introduced, including its roots and key research
activities. Based on this introduction, a broad framework is proposed of how to
implement this concept on the firm level. The main channel through which this can
be realized is innovation based on the assessment of material flows and
corresponding possibilities of reduction.
The basic framework of dematerialization in the firm is, in a second step, autocriticized and solutions as well as research implications are proposed. The three
major points of criticism concern technology as the only way to dematerialise, firms'
aversion against change, and the concept of the firm as limiting thorough
dematerialization of the industrial society. Proposed fields of necessary research
include eco-efficient services, sustainable consumption, inter-firm-cooperation,
qualitative research on different kinds of firms, and multi-actor analyses.
Keywords:
Dematerialization, industrial ecology, firms, innovation
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
** TOMORROW'S WORLD: BRITAIN'S SHARE IN A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE **
Tomorrow's World - Friends of the Earth's blueprint for a sustainable future. A new
millennium is about to dawn - but without a concentrated effort to break the current
trends of environmental destruction, it will be humanity's last. We need to set our
goals for sustainable development - keeping within environmental limits and taking
only our "fair share" of the Earth's resources - and show that they are achievable.
Friends of the Earth's new book, Tomorrow's World: Britain's share in a Sustainable
Future sets targets for reducing our use of the Earth's resources to sustainable
levels by 2050 - while improving our quality of life.
Tomorrow's World challenges policy-makers, businesses and the ordinary
consumers alike. Make sure you're armed with the facts.

For ordering surf to: http://www.foe.co.uk/camps/susdev/tworld/index.html.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
"The ecological footprint of banana production in Costa Rica"
by Stefan GILJUM
Abstract
In the discussion on the realisation of ecological sustainability, indicators play an
outstanding role, as they quantify the consumption of natural capital through human
activities in physical terms and enable an evaluation of different options of acting.
This study deals with a relatively young but frequently discussed indicator, namely
the ecological footprint, that has been developed by Mathis Wackernagel and
William Rees. So far footprints have mainly been calculated at national level, only
few studies however applied this concept at the level of single products.
Nevertheless, for this thesis, the cultivation of export bananas in Costa Rica is
selected as a case study. The ecological footprints of three different production
methods, namely of the conventional, an alternative and the organic method are
calculated. Due to the lack of data on the output side, only the inputs of the banana
production are included in the calculations. With the reference output of 100 tons of
bananas the ecological footprint of the conventional method measures 7,7 hectares,
the one of the alternative method 3,9 hectares and of the organic cultivation 3,3
hectares. The findings show that on the one hand the concept of the ecological
footprint is appropriate to make general statements on the utilisation of resources
and ecological sustainability. On the other hand this thesis works out, which
important ecological aspects cannot be incorporated within the framework of this
method.
See http://www.seri.at/bananafootprint.htm for more information or click here to
download the paper as a 538 KB pdf-File: www.seri.at/costarica.pdf
(in German only).
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Friedrich-Schmidt-Bleek, Christopher Manstein:
Klagenfurt Innovation - New ways toward designing Sustainable Products. An
environmental training program for 50 SMEs from Carinthia/Austria (English
translation, 38 pp.).
Supported by funds from ”European Social Funds” and ”Arbeitsmarktservice
Kärnten”, Christopher Manstein and Friedrich Schmidt-Bleek have performed an 18
months training program for small and medium sized enterprises in Carinthia,
Austria with the goal to improve the resource productivity of their products and
services. The Project was entitled ”Neue Wege einer umweltgerechten
Produktgestaltung” (New ways toward designing Sustainable Products) in the EU
Initiative ADAPT (EU No. A-1997-A-510) and lasted from 1.1.1998 to 30.6.1999.
Christopher Manstein (Society Factor 4+, Factor 10 Consulting Network) has coordinate the project, Friedrich Schmidt-Bleek (Factor 10 Institute) was charged with

the scientific responsibility and Gerhard Weihs (Centric Austria) was chairing the
workshop sessions.
This book is available at:
Verein Faktor 4+ (Society Factor 4+), Messeplatz 1, A-9021 Klagenfurt
Email: manstein@ktn-messen.co.at.
The English version is free of charge.
The price for the German version is 100 Schillinge.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Friedrich Hinterberger, Sandra Renn und Helmut Schuetz:
Arbeit – Wirtschaft – Umwelt. Einige Indikatoren, sozialer, wirtschaftlicher und
ökologischer Entwicklung im Zeitablauf. Wuppertal Paper (for download, only in
German): www.seri.at/fhabstractwp89frame.htm.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Wolfgang Sachs:
Wie zukunftsfähig ist die Globalisierung? Wuppertal Paper,
(for download, only in German):
http://www.wupperinst.org/Publikationen/WP/WP99.pdf .
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
For more information about these and other publications please visit:
www.seri.at/engpublic.htm.
===============================================================

Links + Other: News about other activities, hints and advice on dates,
workshops etc..
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Below you can get information about the 'Sustainable Development - ONLINE'
website of the European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working
Conditions (a public funded agency of the European Union). The European
Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions was established
by a Regulation of the Council of Ministers in 1975. Throughout 2000 the European
Foundation is committed to developing SD-ONLINE and its free service, there will
be more links added and new databases.
For detailed information please click: http://susdev.eurofound.ie .
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
The Austrian Biofuels Institute is an international centre of competence for liquid
biofuels, such as Biodiesel and Bioethanol.

Please surf to www.biodiesel.at for further information.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Reminder:
The Biennial Conference of the European Society for Ecological Economics,
3-6th of May 2000 in Vienna.
See http://www.wu-wien.ac.at/esee2000 for details.
Postconference Workshop of ESEE2000 and Seminar at Vienna University of
Economics and Business Administration, Department of Economic:
Prof. Dr. Jeroen C.J.M. van den Bergh, Free University Amsterdam:
"Behavioural and evolutionary theories in environmental economics"
Monday May 8 – Thursday May 11, 2000
For detailed information please see:
http://www.wu-wien.ac.at/esee2000/Postconf.html.
An important event for information exchange could be the conference of the
European Society for Ecological Economics, (along before or after) which we
could organize some get-together. Click: http://www.wu-wien.ac.at/esee2000.
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Other interesting (non-SERI) activities:
OIKOS PHD SUMMER ACADEMY 2000:
"Environmental Management and Environmental Policy: Factor 4 and beyond."
September 11-15, 2000, St. Gallen (Switzerland)
The oikos PhD summer academy will deal with the Factor-4-and-beyond-challenge,
especially but not exclusively focussing on the most relevant production and
consumption areas such as living (construction/housing), eating/drinking (food) and
moving (automobiles/mobility).
The idea of the oikos PhD summer academy is to bring together PhD/MBA students
and senior researchers from different countries and cultures. The sessions will be
moderated by three internationally known and well - reputed researchers:
* Prof. John Ehrenfeld (Massachusetts Institute of Technology/USA)
* Prof. Susse Georg (Copenhagen Business School/Denmark) and
* Prof. Thomas Dyllick (University of St. Gallen/Switzerland).
For details contact:
oikos-Foundation for Economy and Ecology
E-Mail: Frank.Belz@unisg.ch.
Web: www.oikos-stiftung.unisg.ch.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
For other interesting links click below:
www.seri.at/englinks.htm.
===============================================================

GOING ON IN VIENNA:
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Lecture Series on "Sustainable Europe."
1st event: 4. April 2000, 17.00 h
Wirtschaftsuniversität Wien (ÖKOWOCHE), Festsaal
Dr. Friedrich Hinterberger (SERI)
Dr. Hans Van Vliet (Europäische Kommission DG-Umwelt)
Dr. Martin Eichtinger (Industriellenvereinigung – Internationale Beziehungen)
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Fritz Hinterberger invites to monthly "evenings on ecological economic policy" at the
Vienna office, Schwarzspanierstr. 4/7, A-1090 Wien.
These evenings are ment as informal lectures with much room for discussing the
topic as well as general SERI issues.
The paper from our last event by Suhita Osorio-Peters (ZEW, Mannheim) on the
contribution of regulation theory to environmental policy (in English) can be
downloaded from: http://www.hinterberger.com/Bureau/deutschprogramm.htm .
THE NEXT EVENT WILL FEATURE:
16.3. Marcus STEWEN (Universität Mainz):
Inputorientierte Umweltpolitik – Von der Idee zur Umsetzung.
Abstract and paper will be available from http://www.seri.at/abend.htm.
For participation-details please contact Fritz Hinterberger at:
office@hinterberger.com.
===============================================================
These were our messages and news for this month. Please don’t hesitate to contact
us for detailed information on our projects and for possibilities in co-operation and
partnership. It’s a challenge to start an interactive dialogue of exchanging
experiences. You are all invited to participate in this process.
===============================================================

SERI is the first "virtual" research institute with associated researchers all over
Europe. If you want to get more detailed information on the Institute and its
members please visit our web-site at: www.seri.at.
The Sustainable Europe Research Institute, together with a supporting legal
association, exists since September 1999 according to Austrian Law. The
headquarters have been established in Vienna. We would like to invite you to
participate in this undertaking.
The Sustainable Europe Research Institute (SERI) is a Pan-European think tank
aiming to explore sustainable development options for European societies. SERI's
research agenda and methodology is based on previous work carried out by
Friends of the Earth and the Wuppertal Institute. The Institute aims to develop the
concept of environmental space and shows ways to substantially reduce the
resource through-put of modern industrial societies. The research carried out by
members of SERI supports the dialogue within European civil society. It specifically
aims to further develop the exchange of ideas between environmental citizens
organisations, governments, trade unions and industry.
The scientific dialogue SERI aims to engender is supported by its web page and
this newsletter, conferences, meetings as well as publications.
===============================================================
Please contribute to our FORUM:
“What do we expect from a Sustainable Europe Research Institute?” at:
http://www.seri.at/forum/index.html.
===============================================================
surf to: www.seri.at
mail to: info@seri.at
How to find us:
If you arrive by train (or by airport bus) at Wien Westbahnhof, take tram No. 5 to
"Lange Gasse". From there you have to walk down Alser Straße to a park on the
left. Just cross this park and you will reach Schwarzspanierstraße. House number 4
is on the right.
For a map of Vienna surf to www.seri.at/engstart.htm and click “how to find us.” On
the map you find the described way as a green line. At the right end of the line is
our location (Schwarzspanierstr. 4/7). It is 5 minutes from the tram and about 20-30
minutes from Westbahnhof. From other parts of the city you may also take trams
37,38,40,41 from subway (U-Bahn) U-2 stop "Schottentor" to Schwarzspanierstraße
(1st stop). Form there it is again a 5 minutes walk.
===============================================================

NOTICE:
You are receiving this InfoMail because you indicated an interest in SERI's
activities.
Please tell friends and colleagues about SERI and its work. Anyone can sign up the
InfoMail for a free subscription.
If you have any suggestions to improve our InfoMail please let us know.
If you would prefer not to receive our InfoMail, please send an E-Mail with the
subject unsubscribe to info@seri.at.
Have a nice day – your SERI-Team.
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